Get One Idea About The Most Visited In Spain: “ESPAÑA”
- ASK FOR OUR PRIVATES TOURS AND TAILOR MADE JOURNEYS -

Spain is a country full of colours, history and passion
It is a popular destiny for many Europeans to spend their holidays or retirement.
Nice weather, sunny days and beautiful places to visit all in one country.

STATUE OF CIBELES – The most important symbol of MADRID In her hands she holds a scepter and the keys to the city

Madrid in the centre of Spain is also its heart and capital of the country
The city historic district teems with sights from Museo del Prado to Palacio Real,
from elegant Plaza Mayor to historic and bohemian districts, serving some of
Spain's best tapas and wines. The real family lives in Madrid and the court of
politics is here and you can visit it too.
The Madrid area has been settled since the Lower Paleolithic age, but it was not until
1561 that King Philip II made it the capital of his mighty empire. The historic old town,
also known as "Madrid de los Austrias" (referring to the Hapsburg empire) is a living
example of the city's 16th and 17th century heyday, as is its impressive Plaza Mayor
(square), which was opened in 1620 and remains one of Spain's most popular and typical
spots.
Near to the Plaza Mayor is the so-called "aristocratic centre" of Madrid, home to the
stunning Royal Palace, a 17th century monument that combines Baroque and Classical
styles. Next to the palace you can find the Plaza de Oriente (square), the Opera House
and the modern Almudena Cathedral, consecrated in 1993 by Pope John Paul II.

Alcalá Street and Gran Vía Avenue – Beautiful Historic Distric
This ensemble of monuments is completed by the Puerta del Sol, a square flanked by
select shops, and the "Paseo del Arte", so called for its unique museums, palaces and
gardens, not forgetting the unmistakable Bank of Spain building, the Palacio de las
Telecomunicaciones (currently home to the Spanish Post Office) and the Cibeles and
Neptuno fountains.
Art and culture are central to Madrid life. The city has 73 museums that cover all fields
of human knowledge. Of these, the most important are the Prado Museum, one of the
world's greatest art galleries, the Thyssen-Bornemisza Museum with more than 800
paintings, sculptures and tapestries that go from the earliest Dutch masters to the most
avant-garde trends, and the Reina Sofía National Art Centre, which is dedicated to
Spanish contemporary art, with works by Picasso, Joan Miró, Salvador Dalí and Juan Gris
among others.

Toledo in La Mancha (near Madrid), the land of Don Quijote
Is a glorious treasure of a city, with one of the world's most beautifully preserved medieval
quarters on the spot that used to be Europe's most cultured and sophisticated city, where
Christians, Jews and Moors were contributing equally to its wealth and fame.

Don Quijote's Windmills, in Castile-La Mancha

The city of Toledo has its origins in Toletum
The name the Romans gave to this settlement on the banks of the River Tagus after its
conquest in 190 BC. The city maintained its importance for centuries and, in the
Visigothic era, became the capital of Hispania (6th C.). The arrival of the Arabs in the 8th
century, together with the presence of Christians and Jews, made Toledo the “city of the
three cultures”. This was one of the Toledo's most splendid periods when, among other
important events, the Toledo School of Translators was founded. Later, when Carlos V
came to the throne in 1519, the city became an imperial capital.

A View Of The City of Toledo
Synagogues, mosques and churches jostle in the narrow streets of Toledo, which is
characterised by the mixture of artistic styles.
The most important date in Toledo's calendar is Corpus Christi, which is celebrated nine
weeks after Easter. This festival, which has centuries of tradition and has been declared
of International Tourist Interest, has its culminating moment in a large and colourful
procession going round the historic centre of the capital of La Mancha.
One of the most outstanding buildings in the city is the Cathedral, considered one of the
high points of Gothic art. The construction of this monumental building, with a basilica
floor plan and five naves, because in 1226, although it was not finished until the 15th
century. This is reflected in the great superimposition of styles in the building and the
large number of renowned artists who left their mark on the church: from Pedro
Berruguete, to Enrique Egás, Petrus Petri and Juan Guas. On its main facade the
outstanding feature is the doorway, made up of three doors: Infierno (Hell), Perdón
(Forgiveness) and Juicio (Judgement). The exterior is topped by the two cathedral
towers, one of them in flamboyant Gothic style and the other in Gothic-Renaissance.
If there is one person's name that defines Toledo it is that of El Greco (16th-17th C.). His
House-Museum, a palace with the atmosphere of the period, exhibits some of the best
works of the painter who made the city world famous.

The Cathedral of Santiago de Compostela (Galicia, North West),
is placed where the "Camino de Santiago" ends

The "Camino" is a walking tour of hundreds of kilometers from the French Pyrenees to
Santiago de Compostela the capital of the Region of Galicia. Way of Saint James or
Camino de Santiago It was one of the most important Christian pilgrimages during
medieval times, and a pilgrimage route on which a plenary indulgence could be earned.
The Galician capital is synonymous with the Camino, an ancient pilgrimage route, born
in the 9th century, that has linked the city with the rest of Europe ever since. Every year
many thousands of pilgrims set out on foot, by bike, or even on horseback, to live this
experience that combines adventure and spirituality. The final goal is the Cathedral in
Santiago, one of the sacred cities of Christendom. This is, without a doubt, an unusual,
unforgettable way to travel through Spain.
Its historic centre has been designated a World Heritage Site by the UNESCO. This is not
the only reason to come, however. Here you can discover the main reasons to visit
Santiago.

Castile-Leon: North Interior: Burgos, Its capital
This region in the interior of Spain is bound to delight you
It has a whole host of places which are well worth visiting, including towns like Avila,
Salamanca and Segovia (all three World Heritage Cities) and unique attractions such as
Burgos Cathedral, the Atapuerca archaeological site, and the Cathedral of León.
The famous Way of Saint James also runs through the Castile-León region, and is one of
the world's most important pilgrim routes. The local gastronomy features particularly
the wines of the Ribera del Duero region.

This cathedral of Burgos is outstanding for the elegance and harmony of its architecture,
and it is the only one in Spain which, for its cathedral building alone, has received the
UNESCO World Heritage designation. Although it is predominantly Gothic, also displays
other artistic styles, given that it was built over a period lasting from 1221 to 1795.
Another good example of the province's rich cultural heritage is the Atapuerca site,
which contains traces of the first settlers in Europe. One of the most important in
Europe and holder of the UNESCO's World Heritage designation. Also of interest are the
towns of Santo Domingo de Silos, Covarrubias, Frías and Aranda de Duero.
A view of the Avila's city walls are the main symbol of the province

Barcelona: The Capital of Catalonia, North East
Is a Mediterranean and cosmopolitan city with Roman remains, medieval quarters and
the most beautiful examples of 20th century Modernism and avant-garde. It is no
surprise that emblematic constructions by the Catalan architects Antoni Gaudí and Lluís
Doménech i Montaner have been declared World Heritage Sites by the UNESCO.

The Port of Barcelona
La Sagrada Familia Cathedral, the great temple of atonement.. In 1883 the brilliant
architect Gaudí agreed to take on this project, succeeding Francisco de Paula. The artist
worked on it until his death. Work to complete this great church still continues today.
Park Güell seems as if it were taken from the pages of a fairytale: strange, eccentric,
even dream-like, but undeniably beautiful. A stroll through the park will awaken even
the sleepiest imaginations. The peculiar shapes and daring color combinations mixed in
with the park’s vegetation create a unique world to which visitors feel irresistibly
drawn. Every corner of the park displays the architect’s passion for nature’s forms.

The Picasso Museum is a example of the links between this universal artist and the city.
Not only did the city provide him with a sound academic training, but the artistic
effervescence that he experienced here was the force that opened up his path towards
modernity. Inaugurated in 1963, the museum has the largest, most comprehensive
collection of works by Pablo Picasso as a young man and during his early years.

In the south: Andalucía or Al-Andaluz, from the Arabic "Land of the Light"

The beautiful countryside in Andalucía, with its majestic mountains and a long
Mediterranean coastline, it's a quintessentially Spanish portal into our Iberian
imagination. The powerful images of flamenco, tapas, fiestas, bullfighting and raw
passion inspired the famous operas Carmen and Don Juan. Andalucía gave birth to Pablo
Picasso, Federico Garcia Lorca and Diego Velazquez, and it held an enduring fascination
for Ernest Hemingway and Ava Garner. It is also a unique place where east meets west in
an exotic melting pot of Jewish, Roman, Moorish and Christian cultures. The history in
Andalucía is full of battles and invasions, and whose historic sights include Spain's most
beautiful bullring.
One way to discover the culture of Andalusia is by exploring the sites which have been
awarded the UNESCO World Heritage designation. In Granada, you’ll see the Alhambra
palace, the Generalife gardens and the mediaeval Albaicín neighbourhood; in Cordoba,
its historic centre with the great Mosque; in Seville, the cathedral, the Alcázar palace
and the Indies Archive; and in Jaén, the monumental sites of Úbeda and Baeza. You’ll
also be able to experience festivals such as Easter Week, the Carnival in Cadiz, the Rocío
pilgrimage in Huelva and the April Fair in Seville.
A view of Alhambra of Granada and Sierra Nevada

The capital: Seville, is also the capital of the region of Andalusia
Is home to an architectural and artistic heritage which comprises the Cathedral, the
Alcázar Arab fortress and the Indias Archive. It has been awarded the World Heritage
designation by the UNESCO. On the banks of the Guadalquivir river. It has a rich
architectural and artistic heritage including particularly the Great Mosque in the
provincial capital, Cordoba, and the archaeological site at Medina-Azahara.

Interior of the Great Mosque, the Cathedral, in Cordoba
Another way of exploring the province is through its flamenco culture; the shows are
staged in traditional cave dwellings (particularly well-known are those of the
Sacromonte neighbourhood in the city of Granada). These two occasions offer a chance
to enjoy the local gastronomy in the shape of the typical tapas.

Tipycal Spanish Tabern in Málaga, Andalusia

Canary Islands:
El hierro, La Palma, La Gomera, Tenerife, Gran Canaria, Fuerteventura and Lanzarote

Located in the blue and refreshing waters of the Atlantic Ocean, the Canary Islands
display all of the magic of an archipelago that is unique throughout the world for its
diversity and subtropical richness; there is an entire universe to be enjoyed in a springlike climate that lasts twelve months of the year.
These islands are known for being the sunshine centre of Europe, and offer mild
temperatures and a range of outstanding natural attractions. In fact, five of its seven
islands have been declared a Biosphere Reserve, and the archipelago has four national
parks

Parc of Teide, a volcan mountain in Tenerife
These islands are spectaculars and unique. They seduce the visitor with an exceptional
tourism offer, where they will find the finest lodging, culture and high quality leisure
activities. Deeply marked by their volcanic origins, make up an authentic paradise that
invites the visitor to escape and relax, just slightly more than a two-hour plane ride from
the Iberian Peninsula and four hours from the main European cities.
Its beaches are its most outstanding attractions, and are perfect for relaxing in the sun
or enjoying water sports such as windsurfing and scuba diving. In the interior you'll find
amazing landscapes which are ideal for hiking, cycle touring, climbing and even caving.
Some of the most spectacular include the volcanic scenery of Lanzarote, the beaches of
Fuerteventura and Gran Canaria with their sand dunes, or the green forests of La Palma
and La Gomera.

The Balearic Islands archipelago:
Mallorca, Menorca, Ibiza, Formentera and Cabrera
This is one of the most popular destinations in the western Mediterranean, and you’ll
soon find out why. You'll find enchanting coves, gorgeous sunsets and lush natural
landscapes. You can enjoy the islands any way you want: relaxing in an atmosphere of
well-deserved peace and quiet, or partying until all hours as you enjoy the islands’ wild
nightlife.

The island of Ibiza is known to party-goers all over the world for its exhilarating
nightlife, where the beat of the music can be heard all night long. Ibiza, has been
declared a World Heritage site by the UNESCO for its rich biodiversity and cultural
attractions, which include the Phoenician archaeological site of Sa Caleta, the
necropolis of Puig des Molins and the historic centre of Eivissa.
These are places where you wander through the streets of fishing villages, discover
outstanding natural landscapes or enjoy a range of water sports. Minorca and
Formentera, two small corners of paradise in the Mediterranean, are absolute havens of
tranquillity.

A view of the city of Mallorca and It's Cathedral

Haute Cuisine in Spain, One More Reason to Came Here
Spanish cuisine is nowadays recommended in the finest restaurants, heralded by the
most prestigious critics and demanded by millions of consumers the world over. It has
undergone a real revolution, which, in the space of a few short years, has put Spain at
the forefront of international gastronomy. With traditional styles as the basis, a modern,
innovative cuisine has developed, identified by the use of quality products and by the
creativity of its chefs.
Cuisine as an artistic creation to delight the senses – this is the way gastronomy
in Spain. A range of five-star culinary attractions offering a world of
presentation, aroma, textures, colour... Dishes by chefs such as Adrià,
Berasategui, Ruscalleda, Santamaría, Subijana and Roca have placed Spain
forefront of international haute cuisine.
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Ferrán Adrià's 'El Bulli' was voted the world's best restaurant as many as five times by the
prestigious Restaurant Magazine, and today there are three Spanish names on the list of
top ten restaurants and up to seven restaurants have the maximum score awarded by
the influential Michelin Guide. Ferrán Adrià has for many years been the standard-bearer
of Spanish haute cuisine, and his restaurant, El Bulli, has been considered by many to be
the best in the world.
It's famous our gastronomic tours and wine or olive oil tastings. Spain is a country with
one of the world's best culinary offerings. Some products and Spanish dishes are very
famous and highly demanded, such as Olive Oil, Wines from Rioja or Ribera del Duero
and Catalan Cava (Spanish Champagne), Jabugo ham and sausage, sweets and
traditional dishes such as Paella, Tapas, Pintxos, Spanish Omelet, fish cooked in a salt
cover or grilled meats (lamb, pork, etc...).

ABOUT “FIESTAS” IN SPAIN
Spain has an outstanding multicultural heritage, and this can be seen in all areas of its
social life. There is a wide variety of different festive celebrations to be found all over
the country.
Spanish popular festivities and traditions often have a clearly religious origin. This can
be seen in throughout all the expressions of Spain's folklore, which combine religious
fervour with a variety of pagan and festive commemorations. The country's cultural
diversity means the festive manifestations of each region vary widely from north to
south, and yet at the same time these local customs exist alongside festivities which
are celebrated all over the national territory.
One of the most important traditional celebrations in Spain, however, is Easter week.
This takes place at the end of March or in April, and takes place amid vivid and
extremely moving popular processions.

Easter commemorates the passion and death of Jesus Christ and is a celebration with
centuries of history and tradition. Come and take part in these unique festivities - and
take away memories that will last forever. Each different region and place in Spain lives
these days (both religious and festive) in its own unique fashion.
It has centuries of history behind it and is one of Spain's most authentic and emotive
celebrations. The streets of the vast majority of Spain's cities, towns and villages
become the stage for religious fervour and devotion, combining grief and meditation in
memory of Christ's death. Music, art and colour come together in magical processions solemn parades in which crowds of people accompany religious images on their route
through the towns.
Easter is celebrated in every corner of Spain, and each different place does so in its
own special way. For centuries these festivities have been deeply-rooted in popular
imagination and inextricably linked with art. This can be seen, for example, in the
many images of Christ and the Virgin Mary, masterfully sculpted with incredible realism
by the likes of Juan de Juni, Pedro Berruguete and Gil de Siloé. These exceptional
works of Spanish religious art (many of which are more than 500 years old) are paraded
through the streets to be devoutly and respectfully admired by thousands of people.

IF YOU NEED MORE INFORMATION ABOUT SPAIN TALK WITH US:
info@lesbianasviajeras.com
TAKE A LOOK ON YOUTUBE: http://youtu.be/dDpiX4zF50s

